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2016 Northern Rhône Whites: Excellent but Often Scarce 
Featuring Domaine Mathilde et Yves Gangloff 
by Josh Raynolds 
 
Hot on the heels of the outstanding 2015 vintage, 2016 produced one of the strongest 
sets of white wines from the northern Rhône region in recent memory. The only issue 
will be actually finding them, as production in many cases was pitifully small. 

Winemakers often lament that high quality and copious quantity seldom occur in 
tandem. In 2016 that dictum played out to varying degrees for the white wines of the 
northern Rhône Valley. In the Hermitage area a double whammy of springtime 
hailstorms and delayed flowering drove yields down, often dramatically. Fortunately, 
the fruit that made it through produced some of the best white Rhône wines of recent 
years, even decades. On the other hand, Condrieu avoided such weather travails and 
fared much better. 

Although white wines comprise only about 2% of the Rhône Valley’s total production, 
they have become a point of pride for virtually every producer in the region. Quality 
has been on a steep upward curve over the past decade, and the wines, especially 
Condrieu and Hermitage blanc,now have a solid presence at high-end restaurants and 
in retail shops around the globe. Moreover, recent vintages have been extremely kind 
to the region. I can say with confidence that most of the finest white Rhônes that I have 
ever tasted came from the 2015 and 2016 vintages.  

Following the huge success, quality-wise and commercially, of the opulent, deeply 
concentrated 2015s, producers were hopeful that 2016 would follow suit, but Mother 
Nature had different plans, especially in the Hermitage area. Spring started off cold 
and wet, with the flowering beginning, reluctantly, almost three weeks later than 
normal. To make matters worse, hail had hit the Hermitage hill and the surrounding 
area hard in early April, right at the beginning of bud-break. As Jean-Louis Chave put 
it, “the buds got really hammered.” This resulted in severe crop loss across the area. In 
a number of cases, producers harvested so little fruit that many special cuvées and 
single-vineyard bottlings, such as Jaboulet’s Crozes-Hermitage Blanc Domaine de 



	

	

Roure and Hermitage Blanc La Chapelle, were not made at all. 

The silver lining in ’16 was that the quality of the fruit that made it through turned out 
to be excellent, mostly thanks to a hot, dry late summer with well-timed rains in 
September, which allowed harvesting to extend into mid-October. The 2016s are 
generally quite a bit fresher than their 2015 siblings, with racier acidity and an 
emphasis on minerality and citrus fruits. They possess the balance, as well as the 
depth, for positive evolution in the cellar, and in most cases I suspect that they will 
outlive the more opulent 2015s.  

 

Yves Gangloff, an Alsace native, began his wine career at Delas Frères in the 1970s and now produces 
one of Condrieu's top bottlings from his own vines. 

 

Better News Up North 

At Condrieu and in the northern sector of Saint-Joseph in the Malleval / Chavanay / 
Saint-Michel-sur-Rhône area, conditions were far better. A healthy crop of grapes was 
harvested, the largest since 2011 and of a quality and style that many producers 
compare to 2010. As is the case around Hermitage, the wines as a rule are much 
livelier than their 2015 counterparts, showing vibrant citrus fruit, floral and mineral 
qualities while the previous vintage emphasizes pit, tropical and even exotic fruits like 
mango and papaya. While Condrieus aren’t usually considered wines to age, I found a 
number of ‘16s that I suspect will reward at least five years of patience. That said, I 
have no doubt that the wines’ ineffable perfume, which for many people is the calling 
card of the appellation, will still fade away fairly quickly, as it always does.  
Domaine Mathilde et Yves Gangloff 
Fans of plush white Rhône wines have been onto Gangloff for some time now, so much 



	

	

so that his opulent yet well-structured Condrieu, in particular, has become extremely 
hard to find. Yves Gangloff told me that it basically sells out before it’s even released, as 
long-time consumers, restaurants and importers have standing orders, making the 
wine, which is sourced from the 1.7 hectares that he owns at Côte Bonnette and Chéry, a 
highly allocated bottling. Gangloff’s recent vintages of Condrieu have been uniformly 
superb and this 2016 is probably the best version of that wine that I’ve ever had from 
him. I just wish there were more of it. 
 
2016 Saint-Joseph Blanc 
Light bright yellow-gold. Mineral-tinged aromas of fresh pear, peach and pungent 
flowers; suave floral and mineral nuances emerge with aeration. In a plush yet 
surprisingly lively style, showing excellent depth and spicy cut to the orchard and pit 
fruit flavors. The floral quality repeats strongly on the finish, which shows strong 
tenacity and a touch of honey. (92 points) 
 
2016 Condrieu 
Limpid gold. Potent, mineral-accented orchard and pit fruit and violet qualities on the 
perfumed nose. Silky and deeply concentrated in style, offering palate-staining white 
peach, pear nectar and tangerine flavors that display excellent clarity and back-end 
energy. The strikingly long, focused finish shows wonderful focus and thrust and juicy 
pit fruit character. (94 points) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


